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Uncertainty analysis in a decision process
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New opportunities to improve procedures and
practices around uncertainty management
1

2

Recent conceptual reformulation: shift from “failure-driven risk
approach” to “option-exploring approach” in uncertainty
management.
Recognition that the performance of an engineered system has
to be taken into account in its larger commercial and political
environment:
To bullet-proof design against technical and human failure
To enable the system to evolve to new circumstances

3

New advances in information technology (development of
models, acquisition of computer, etc) make it possible to conceive of
a much more coherent uncertainty management approach.

See the references linked to systems engineering and risk management
literature: Apostolakis [2], Aven [3], Bedford [4], Garnger [11], Knight
[14], Neufville [7, 8], de Weck [32]
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A naive presentation of the engineering challenge
Description of the situation
A target T is given to the variable y∗ . This target can evolve during
the time of the design.
These performances are uncontrolled for many reasons (lack of
knowledge, variability, approximation, dependency, ...).
The amount of available information I for each variable yi∗ evolves
during the time of the design (either over the knowledge of the input
variables, parameters, mesurements, availability of numerical
models).
At a given time of the design, these technical performances must be
estimated with a level of confidence.
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Figure: Evolution of a performance during the design phase
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Figure: An uncertainty study at a given time of the design
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Objectives in a mathematical framework
In a probabilistic framework, two main goals can be identified:
1

2
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To control the stochastic behaviour of the performances y∗ to reach
the initial or adapted target T .
To estimate on-demand some measures of risks ρ(Y∗ ) during the
time of the design.
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A naive presentation of the engineering challenge

Objectives in a mathematical framework
In a probabilistic framework, two main goals can be identified:
1

2
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To control the stochastic behaviour of the performances Y∗ to reach
the initial or adapted target T .
To estimate on-demand one or several measures of risks
(ρi (Y∗ ))i=1,··· ,d during the time of the design. –> This is a new
discipline for engineers and where we focus our current efforts!
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What kind of information do we manipulate?
Elements of information
A reference database (Y∗1 , · · · , Y∗n ) or ((X∗1 , Y∗1 ), · · · , (X∗n , Y∗n ))
that is enriched during the design cycle.
A set of risk measures (ρ1 (Y∗ ), · · · , ρd (Y∗ )) built upon Y∗ to be
estimated during the design cycle.
A panoply of numerical models H = {h1 , · · · , hD } that is
enriched during the design cycle.
A quantification of the uncertainties attached to the inputs of
the numerical models represented by a statistical law PX that is
enriched during the design cycle
A definition of the target T and its associated level of confidence
α to be reached that is enriched during the design cycle.
A global computational budget B that can be allocated at
different times of the design cycle.
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What is the nature of uncertainty in this context?
Parametric input uncertainty
For a given numerical model h : (x, θ) ∈ X × Θ 7→ y = h(x, θ) ∈ Y, we consider
an uncertainty attached to the input variables X modelled by a statistical
law P∗X .
In practical contexts, it is often difficult to build P∗X due to scarsity of data,
heterogeneous database, lack of information on the dependency, ... As a matter
of fact, one has to work with an approximate statistical law PX .

P∗X

PX

Computational budget B
In many situations, it is difficult to compute analytically the risk measures
ρ(h(X, θ)). Numerical methods M(B, ε, h(X, θ) (either stochastic or not) are
required using a fixed computational budget B for a given accuracy ε

ρ(h(X, θ))
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How to manage all the components of the error?
Recap of the errors
1

Building of the model: NS (h∗ , hth )

2

Numerical approximation: NN (hth , hnum )

3

Hardware/Software implementation: NI (hnum , h)

4
5

Model paramaters uncertainty: NQ (P∗X , PX )
Uncertainty propagation error: NP (ρ(h(X, θ)), M(h(X, θ), B, ε))

Naive form of the total error
NS (h∗ , hth )
{z
}
|

∆≤

Scientific Validation

+ NN (hth , hnum ) +
{z
}
|

NI (ĥ, h)
| {z }

Numerical Validation

Hardware/Software Validation

+

X
NQ (PX
∗ ,P )

|

{z

}

Statistical Validation
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+ NP (ρ(Y ), ρ̂B (Y ))
|
{z
}
Propagation Validation
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How to manage some components of the error?

Figure: Four steps engineering process for uncertainty study (ref EsREDA [9],
Open TURNS [23])
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HPC for uncertainty management in preliminary
design
Topic
Model complexity

HPC need
+

Definition of the product
Uncertainty

++

Multi disciplinary coupling

++

Computational unit

++

Memory required

Context
Simplification
of the modelling
Missing data
Large uncertainty
on product definition,
model definition, ...
Weak coupling but
with numerous disciplines
Large set of numerical
experiments

+

Table: HPC requirement in early design
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HPC for uncertainty management in preliminary
design

HPC constraints for preliminary design
Small computational units (stand-alone PCs, small cluster)
Large grid: distribution of these unitary units among the company
and outside (extended enterprise)
Easy interface of HPC capabilities for the end-user (who is rarely a
specialist in numerical simulation)
Securization of the data
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HPC for uncertainty management in virtual
testing
Topic
Model complexity
Definition of the product

HPC need
++
++

+

Uncertainty
Multi disciplinary coupling

++

Computational unit

++

Memory required

++

Context
High accuracy
required
Difficulty to transform
the geometry into
a simulation model
Less uncertainty, high
accuracy on criteria
Strong coupling
between few disciplines
Large model
experiments
Large meshings
with many unknowns

Table: HPC requirement in virtual testing
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HPC for uncertainty management in virtual
testing

HPC constraints for virtual testing
Large computational units (big clusters, parallel machines)
Grid or grid of clusters: synchronous resolution problem by various
owners of the problem (extended enterprise)
Securization of the data and models (either by numerical resolution
or data transfer)
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Some technological realizations

Other on-going activities
Speed the resolution: GPGPU, FPGA, CELL
Abstraction of the HPC infrastructure: OpenWP, MPI inter
clusters
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Summary

Main messages
First part of the talk: Uncertainty Management is a real demand !
Second part of the talk: HPC is mandatory to reach the objectives
set by Uncertainty Management !
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Summary
Naive metrics to think about Uncertainty Management
Engineering leverages
Choice of simulation model
h ∈ {h1 , . . . , hD }, with hi ∈ F(Xi × Θi , Y), ∀i ∈ [1, D]
Computational budget N
Choice of statistical laws PX

Metrics
NS (h∗ , h̃)
| {z }

∆≤

Scientific Validation

NN (h̃, ĥ)
| {z }

+

+

Numerical Validation

+

X
NQ (PX
∗ ,P )

|

{z

}

Statistical Validation
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NI (ĥ, h)
| {z }
Hardware/Software Validation

+ NP (ρ(Y ), ρ̂N (Y ))
|
{z
}
Propagation Validation
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Scientific challenges in HPC for UM
Numerical problems
Uncertainty propagation more or less intrusive: new codes to build
with HPC capabilities
Model reduction: best HPC strategy to build a surrogate model
Inverse method: extensive use of initial model for a stochastic
optimization problem
Domain decomposition under uncertainty: propagate uncertainty
and couple reduced model or reduce and propagate uncertainty on
coupled model ?
To extend the panoply of model: To refine the numerical
resolution of a problem
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Scientific challenges in HPC for UM
HPC needs
HPC outside my resolution process
Monitoring of the simulation on a heterogeneous grid
Best use of the HPC resources by knowing the performances of one
run of the simulation model: what is the memory required? What is
the best number of processors to run my computation of simulation
model?
Fault tolerant architectures

HPC inside my resolution process
Parallelization of some numerical steps inside the supervisor (Open
TURNS like)
Development and use of new aleatory objects: random processes,
random fields, ...
Open source algebra library
A priori/a posteriori estimation of errors
Fault tolerant architectures
Huge database manipulation
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Other CHALLENGES
CULTURAL challenges
Engineers ARE NOT USED to express the uncertainty in their domain. By the way,
only a few of them are trained on the subject !
Problem to build the probabilistic criteria
Quantification of the sources of uncertainty
A strong effort is required in basic training and professional training.
TECHNOLOGICAL challenges
The simulation tools are not adapted to evolve towards this revolution !
Development of new algorithms
Automatization of the computational workflow
Is the computational budget compatible with the probabilistic criterion?
Development of high performance computations capabilities.
CERTIFICATION challenges
The uncertainty management process has to be compatible with certification issues
(legal responsability, safety issues, ...)
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SAMO 2013 in Nice (July 1-4): Sensitivity analysis
and design of computer experiments,
http://www.gdr-mascotnum.fr/2013
CEMRACS 2013 in July-August 2013: Modelling
and simulation of complex systems: stochastic and
deterministic approaches. Organised by T. Lelievre,
A. Nouy, N. Champagnat.
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Complexity and uncertainty

“Complexity lies within the entanglement that does not allow to tackle
things separately, it severs what binds groups, and produces a crippled
knowledge. The problem of complexity further appears since we are part
of a world, which is ruled not only by determination, stability, repetitions,
or cycles, but also by outbursts and renewal. Throughout complexity,
there are uncertainties, either empirical or theoretical, but, most of the
time, both.”
Edgar Morin, Philosopher.
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